**NOTES:** This week is NCAA Diversity & Inclusion Week! Each day will have a different theme related to these important topics. Want to make your voice heard? Use the hashtag #NCAADiversity this week to show that inclusion is a team sport! The theme of each day is indicated in the Good Luck section below! More details HERE!

**Monday 1**
- Dr. Amato
  - Click here for Appt.
- Sustainability Month Kick-Off
  - 3-6pm @ Skillman Steps

**Tuesday 2**
- Interview Like a Pro: M&T Bank
  - 12:15pm @ Limburg Theater
- What is College Writing Workshop
  - 12:15pm @ Pardee 314

**Wednesday 3**
- Law School Admissions Panel
  - 12:15pm @ Kirby Hall 104
- Choosing Major & Career: Don Asher
  - 12:15pm @ Oechsle 224
- Bound for Grad School: Don Asher
  - 7-9pm @ Oechsle 224

**Thursday 4**
- Dr. Amato
  - Click here for Appt.

**Friday 5**

**Saturday 6**

**Sunday 7**

---

**MORE THAN AN ATHLETE**

- MGO @ Binghamton
- WFH @ Villanova

- Jonathon Anastos MLA
- Kameron Schultz XFE
- Helsie McGlynn WTR
- Amy Hewlett WTR
- Brian Clayton MTR
- Tessa Luzi WLA

**BEYOND A LABEL**

- MSO @ Army

- Audrey Manquem WVB
- Tim Stidham MTR
- Andrew Chuma MFB

**THE FACTS**

- Branton Coombs WSW
- Matthew Fiume MFB
- Michael Hughes MFB

**DIVERSITY IS...**

- WSO 7pm

**I PLEDGE TO...**

- WTE @ Lehigh
- WFH @ Colgate
- MSO @ Boston
- WVB @ Bucknell

**Happy B-Day!**

- Brandt Baldwin MTE
- Jake Sniegocki MBA
- Isabelle Moget XFE
- Ryan Chenoweth MFB
- Bryce Currie MSW
- Ed Rogowski MFB

---

**CONGRATS!**

- Andrew Chuma MFB: Named a SemiFinalist for NFF Campbell Trophy
- CJ Amill: PL Offensive & Special Teams Player of the Week